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Automatic Die-Cutting and Creasing Machine

Max Paper Size
Min Paper Size
Max Die-cutting Size
Max Cutting Speed

Max Feeding Pile
Max Delivery Pile
Sheet Thickness

Max. working Pressure
Die-cutting Precision

1050x750mm
400x350mm
1040x740mm
7000(stripping 6200) s/h

1610mm
1430mm
Cardboard: 0.1-1.5 Corrugated Paper:mm, <4mm

300t
0.18(±0.09)mm

Overall Dimensions x x mm5832 4140 2620
tNet Weigh 16.5 t

Total Power 24kW
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Automatic Die-Cutting and Creasing Machine

Auto Pressure Regulating Mechanism

Grippers Bars

Paper Feeder

Adopting the imported reducer motor with the pressure regulating mechanism, achieve the pressure auto stable
adjustment. The multiple electrical switch control, to ensure the pressure working safe and reliable

The machine adopt the super-hard alloy machining hollow bars ,accurate positioning ,assure the stability of the
die-cutting precision, The bars chain adopt the imported high precision sleeve roller chain imported, with the
tensile ,light weight feature, the guarding devices that when accident occur, it will give an alarm by sound and light
and shut-down automatically to protect safety of human-machine

The machine adopts the international advanced technology manufacture. The larger of the seperator suction
travel and the paper feeder travel is more suitable for the different thickness of the paper.Adjusting the tilt angle of
the seperator to correct the deformation of paper, out of the vertical between paper feeder nozzle and the paper,
make sure the high speed, stable conveying of the paper

Paper Conveying Plate

The Reducer Mechanism

Concentrate Lubrication System

The Electrical CabinetAir Conditioning

Non-Stop Paper Feeder Structure

The paper pressing parts of the conveying plate adopts the advanced technology structure, easy for adjustment,
suitable for the conveying for the die-cutting products

The Reducer Mechanism flip paper deceleration device handle to the position when cutting the thin paper, when
the paper reach the front lay, the speed slow down automatically, avoid the high-speed paper and the front lay
collided ,ensure the die-cutting quality.

The transmission movement adopt concentrated oil lubrication system, make the less oil component surface get
enough lubrication, improve the life of the machine chain is also equipped with the auto oil lubrication system,
decrease the elongation of the chain and decrease the noise.

The completely sealed air circulation model, the inner and outer air is not convection ,prevent the dust oil mist
moisture corrosive gas into the electrical cabinet, to avoid the electrical component damage.

The machine is equipped with the vice-paper feeder structure ,for the non-stop paper feeder ,saving the paper
changing paper
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